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U.S.A.
February 13–16,1997—The Karst Waters
Institute Conference on "Conservation and
Protection of the Biota of Karst,"  at the Maxwell
House Hotel in Nashville, Tennessee. For more
information write to Dr. David Culver, Karst
Waters Institute, P.O. Box 490, Charles Town,
WV, 25414; dculver@american.edu
April 6–9, 1997—6th Conference Sinkholes,
Engineering & Environmental Impacts of Karst,
Springfield, Missouri. Abstracts deadline August
22, 1996. Contact: B.F. Beck, P.E. LaMoreaux &
Associates, Inc., P.O. Box 4578, Oak Ridge, TN
37831-4578; (423) 483-7483;
pelaor@use.usit.net
April 12–13, 1997—ER-NCRC Beginner Cave
Rescue Orientation at Laurel Caverns near
Uniontown, PA. Two-day class features
classwork, hands-on experience, and a
student-organized mock rescue. Includes 300-
page reference guide, camping, and some
meals. Class earns 16 hours of national EMS
credit. $30 fee, preregistration required. Hosted
by John Chenger, R.D. #6 Box 100, Uniontown,
PA 15401; (412) 437-5215
April 25–27, 1997—Spring Virginia-
Appalachian Regional Hosted by RASS. (804)
673-CAVE or email rass@richmond.infi.net
May 23–25, 1997—Annual Workshop of the
NSS Cave Diving Section, at Branford School,
Suwanee County, FL. For more info write: NSS-
CDS “Workshop”, P.O. Box 950, Branford, FL
32008-0950.
May 30–June 1, 1997—46th annual SERA
Summer Cave Carnival, Raccoon Mountain
Caverns Campground, Chattanooga,
Tennessee. Hosted by the Central Alabama
Grotto. Contact: Michael Gilbert (205) 249-8341.
June 23–27, 1997—NSS Convention, Sullivan,
Missouri. Contact: Pam Saberton, 3820 Juniata
St., St. Louis, MO 63116; (314)772-6956;
PamS107326@aol.com. Information available at
http://www.umsl.edu/~joellaws/nss
July 18–August 15, 1997—Ketchicave
Expedition of the Tongass Cave Project,
Ketchikan Area of the Tongass National Forest,
Southeast Alaska. Applications due before
March 1. Contact: Steve Lewis, PO Box 83715,
Fairbanks, AK 99708; (907)479-7257;
FTSWL@Aurora.Alaska.edu
July 31–August 1, 1997—Mammoth Cave
Science Conference. The annual Mammoth
Cave Science Conference, sponsored by Mam-
moth Cave National Park and the Cave
Research Foundation, will be held at Mammoth
Cave National Park. Contact: Joe Meiman,
Division of Science and Resource Management,
Mammoth Cave National Park, Mammoth Cave
KY 42259; (502) 749-2508. Or e-mail to CRF
Eastern Operations Manager Mike Yocum:
myocum@aol.com
Aug. 3–7, 1998—NSS Convention, Sewanee,
Tennessee. Contact: William Shrewsbury, PO
Box 4444, Chattanooga, TN 37405-0444; (423)
886-3296; nss98@caves.org

INTERNATIONAL
Feb. 1–7, 1997—3rd Congress of the FEALC
(Federación Espeleológica de America Latina
y el Caribe), Malargüe, Provincia de Mendoza,
Argentina. Contact: Carlos Benedetto, C.C. 103,
(5600) San Rafael, Argentina; Fax (00) (54)
(0627) 30140.
May 26–31, 1997—7th International Sym-posium
on Water Tracing, Postojna (Slovenia). Contact:
Karst Research Institute ZRC SAZU, Titov trg
2, SI - 66230 Postojna, Slovenia; Tel: +386 67
24-781 or +386 67 22-457; FAX: +386 67 23-
965; IZRK@ZRC-SAZU.SI
Aug. 10–17, 1997—12th International Congress
of Speleology (plus special symposia, not
including pre- and post-camps), Switzerland.
Contact: Urs Widmer, Therwilerstrasse 43, CH-
4054 Basel, Switzerland. USA Contact: Martina
Golden (Michigan), (810) 666-1683.
Aug. 28–Sept. 3, 1997—International Con-
ference of the International Association of
Geomorphologists, Bologna, Italy. In connection
with the conference a symposium and field trip
on classical karst will be organized in co-
operation between Italy and Slovenia (Aug.
22–27).
Jan. 31–Feb. 14, 1998—8th International
Symposium on Vulcanospeleology with field
camps and excursions, Nairobi, Kenya. USA
contact: Bruce Randall, 324 Questend Ave.,
Pittsburgh, PA 15228; (412) 344-0536.
Sept. 12–18, 1999—9th International
Symposium on Vulcanospeleology of the IUS,
Catania, Italy.

Send information on coming events to
NSS NEWS, 320 Brook Drive, Boulder Creek,
CA 95006; nssnews@caves.org
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Walking Fern and ‘Whopper
Well’, the Unknown Route

by Alan Cressler

ALABAMA

New Exploration in White Oak
Blowhole Cave

by James H. Smith, Jr.

TENNESSEE

Buddy Welker produced this remarkable photo of
the 286’ drop in Mystery Falls Cave, Tennessee,
with the assistance of Tom Moltz,  Minter Goodson,
and John Klayer.
The stream flowing over the pit is typically dammed
up behind a concrete dam while cavers descend
and ascend the pit.  Releasing the water produces
a spectacular rush of water, wind and spray down
the pit. Buddy’s shot caught the water column just
hitting  bottom.
For this shot, 48 M-5 B flash bulbs were glued into
lattice structures and soldered together in groups
of four to eight. Buddy used ASA 200 Fuji color
negative film, which gave the bulbs an effective
guide number of 1680. His 19mm lens was set at
f/3.8.
A group of 32 bulbs was 30 feet to the left of the
cameras in a turkey baster pan (as reflector)
oriented at a 60o angle towards the top of the falls.
A second group of 16 was behind the falls. Some
strobes were used to remove shadows and to
illuminate Minter in the foreground.
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 Dave Luckins

You’ll remember I was asked three
questions during the NSS National
Convention in Salida, Colorado: What is a
BOG? Why do we emphasize our Con-
vvventions? and Who runs the NSS?

We discussed the first two questions in
October and November. This month we’ll
discuss the last question:

Who Runs the NSS?
There are several seemingly correct answers

to this question. One could answer, the Board
of Governors.  Another answer might be the
officers of the society. The Committees would
be a good answer since they’re charged with
doing most of the “real” work. Of course, saying
“The Membership,” would be the politically
correct answer. Each of these answers is, at one
time or another, the correct answer if you’re
looking at things from the viewpoint of a
standard organizational chart. You know, the
kind that’s shaped like a pyramid. None of these
answers, however, shed any light on how
projects get started, get funded, or even get
completed.

It is human nature to think of organizations
as a hierarchy. We traditionally view
organizations as having someone in charge with
some kind of structure of managers, committees,
and workers reporting up a chain of command.
We’ve seen charts depicting those structures at
work or in school and many of us have been
trained to think those charts describe how
organizations work. It’s a shame that we spend
so much time with the charts because they’re
DEAD WRONG.  You can create a hundred
organizational charts describing how the NSS
functions and every single one of them will miss
the point. Charts are all constructed on the
premise that there are certain rules, certain
procedures that must be followed for things to
be achieved. Yes, there are  rules...we can’t get
around the need for rules. But careful reading
of the rules and studying the procedures will not
reveal, to even the most astute reader, the answer
to the question, Who runs the NSS?

Why?  Because it’s the wrong question.  Who
runs the NSS invites a recitation of organization
charts and rules.  It doesn’t describe how things
get done.  So what is the right question?

Who owns the idea?
Ah, there’s an interesting question.  Figure

out who owns the idea and you’ll begin to have
a very clear understanding of how things work
in the NSS.

Picture a caver who gets a really bright idea
for something wonderful for the NSS. At that
moment the caver “owns” the idea.  Effectively,
that idea will live or die as a result of his next
action.  If the caver does nothing with his idea,

he will have made a decision for the NSS.  The
decision will be to do nothing.  At that moment,
on this idea, the caver is running the NSS.

But, the caver grabs his Members’ Manual
and scans through it to see if his idea relates to
a specific committee. If it does, he calls the
committee chair and “sells” the idea. Now,
ownership changes. The committee chair has
to make a decision. He can embrace the idea
or reject it. While he is making that decision, he
becomes a part-owner of the idea. He is running
the NSS. If he embraces the idea and takes it
(and the caver) into his committee, ownership
of the idea will have increased. If he rejects the
idea (and the caver accepts the rejection) the
idea will die. Either way, a decision has been
made for the NSS.

What if there’s no committee to implement a
new idea and it needs some kind of “formal”
approval to be implemented? The caver would
call an officer or a director and ask for
consideration by the Board of Governors. Then,
the idea will come to the Board for consideration
in the form of an enabling motion. An astute
caver will take the time to build his case, develop
all the facts, get support from other grottos within
the Congress of Grottos, and will be prepared
to “sell” his idea to Board members. When the
Board discusses the idea, they become co-
owners of the idea. They have the responsibility
to accept, reject, or modify the idea. They are
running the NSS with respect to the idea. Once
they act on the idea, they no longer own the
idea, and they move on to other issues. Board-
approved ideas then pass to an officer who is
responsible for implementation.

We could go on describing the process where
the officer will select a committee which will be
charged with implementing the idea and how
the committee becomes the owner. We could
extrapolate out to the point where the caver who
originally had the idea will likely receive it back
with formal endorsement and funding to
implement his idea.

At any point in the life of an idea, there is
someone in the NSS who will have the
opportunity to give that idea additional life; to
make it become a reality. At that point, they own
the idea...they are making a decision on behalf
of the NSS...they are running the NSS.

Now, expand the concept.  Instead of one
idea, envision a thousand ideas. Each one at
its own stage of evolution toward reality. Each
one with its own owner. Quickly, you see the
Board of Governors will be making decisions
on some of them. At the same time the officers
and committee chairs will be making decisions
on others. Some ideas will be nearing
implementation and others will be just beginning
to be discussed. Some ideas will mesh well with

others, while some will be in direct conflict with
others. Using the concept of “ownership of an
idea,” you begin to see the NSS as a natural
bubbling cauldron of creative intellectual energy.
I can tell you, being President of a bubbling
cauldron of creative intellectual energy is quite
exciting (and, at times, quite exhausting).
Without this type of member-developed energy,
however, the NSS would become static and
soon wither as an organization.

One thing I hope you’ve noticed in this
discussion is the source of creative ideas. Ideas
come from everywhere. They are not restricted
to the creative energy of members of the Board
of Governors or the committee chairmen. It’s
been my observation over the years that almost
all new ideas are developed by members who
see a need and take action to resolve the need.

There’s a downside to this kind of society.  If
you are a person who needs to have a consistent,
steady approach to things, you’ll be very
uncomfortable with the society I’ve described.
A society that’s a bubbling cauldron of creative
intellectual energy can sometimes be seen as
having conflicting voices. People (or rather ideas)
are often seen as being in conflict. There will be
open disagreements as ideas are discussed.
Cavers aren’t shy: they have very strongly held
opinions and a healthy willingness to express
them. Unless we strongly adhere to our traditions
of respecting each other as cavers while debating
ideas, we run the risk of divisive outcomes.
When the organization is really humming with
creative ideas, there will be times when it appears
no one is really running the thing. Boy, that really
makes some folks uncomfortable. That’s when
the role of the officers and directors becomes
one of managing a dynamic organization—
helping to resolve differences, identifying
priorities, and facilitating communication so that
the members have a full opportunity to develop
and grow with the NSS.

There’s a beauty to all this kind of
organization. Dynamic, constantly changing
organizations have an excitement to them that
one doesn’t often find in big groups. Things
happen! To the extent a person is willing to
become involved, every member of the
organization can help make things happen.
Unlike many societies, if you have the willingness
to get involved and learn where the NSS needs
creative ideas, the energy to develop an idea
with excellent merit, and the willpower to sell
your idea, you will see your ideas adopted by
our society.

You will be one of those folks who are running
the NSS.
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Life Memberships
First I must state my surprise and delight

at having the October issue of the NEWS
delivered at my house on the second day of
the month (October, that is!). Thanks, Glenda,
for all the years of service. Thanks, Dave, for
setting the new standard so soon into your
tenure.

Second, I’d like to comment on Hugh
Blanchard’s and John Hall’s letters in the
September issue, as they both touch on a
topic that has crossed my mind a couple
times of late.

Both of the letters pointed out how younger
members can seldom afford a life
membership and how a life membership
doesn’t make economic sense for the older
members. Being somewhere in the middle of
these I have been considering a life
membership, but $540 is still a big outlay.

One thing that the Society might consider
to promote life memberships is to institute
some sort of tiered entry program. Perhaps
one might be able to purchase a life
membership for whatever that rate was at the
beginning of one’s continuous membership
or at the rate existing upon reinstatement
following a lapse. This would have the side
benefit of encouraging everyone to maintain
their continous membership by getting their
dues in on time. If this program existed, I
would jump at the chance to attain a life
membership for the $350 that I could have
obtained it for initially.

Another option might be to subtract
previously paid dues from the present life rate.
There have been a couple of increases in
dues in the years since I have joined, but let’s
just say I’ve dropped $225 on dues since I
joined the Society. Knock that off of the
present $540 and I could buy in for $315.
Again, I would jump at the chance.

Of course some members could “convert”
automatically if they’ve been in continous
good standing long enough. This would only
be fair if one has been supportive that long.
The immediate revenues to the Society under
either of these proposals should pencil out in
the long run. However, I, and probably most
members in my position, wouldn’t be opposed
to, let’s say, a $10-$20 “upgrading” charge,
if that is what it would take to make either
program work.

Mike Nelson, NSS #27176

Rabies Article
I have enjoyed your issues as editor of NSS

NEWS and hope that the high quality and
standards continue.

 In the September 1996 issue there was a
very informative and enlightening article on
rabies. While I applaud the intent to inform
us as to the hazards of contact with a rabid
animal I would like to see a follow-up article
on how to prevent this disease from
continuing its epidemic spread in the US. I

am from the Mid-Atlantic region and one only
has to listen to the local news to hear about
the spread of this disease during the summer
months.

While I have not studied this matter in great
detail I understand that this epidemic might
be easily be controlled and/or even minimized.
I have read articles about a rabies epidemic
that plagued Europe just a couple of decades
ago. My understanding is that the situation in
Europe was about equal to what we have here
in the US today. Apparently, a baiting program
was established to distribute meat tainted with
rabies vaccine into wilderness areas in Europe
where the problem was of epidemic
proportion. Apparently there has been great
success with this program in not only
stopping the spread of the disease but also
reducing it to the point that rabies is now a
very rare disease in the wildlife in Europe and
therefore the human exposure has been
extremely minimized.

It seems to me that a program of this type,
which appears to require minimal cost and
effectively reduces a vicious disease, should
be considered in the US. If you or anyone out
there knows of any information on the
European effort (i.e. cost, implementation,
effectiveness, etc.), I would be curious to see
the data. Maybe someone knows of an attempt
to do this in the US and its effectiveness. If it
has not been tried in the US, how can we
begin the work that might allow this baiting
to take place? We have a disease that
appears to be totally controllable and to the
best of my knowledge no actions have taken
place to do so. I would enjoy knowing the
comments and thoughts of others on this
matter. Any knowledge shared on these
matters can only be beneficial to each and
every caver as well as anyone who utilizes
the great outdoors. Comments are welcome
via e-mail: Glab@aol.com

Anthony Glab, NSS #17435

I app1aud Brass ‘ article in the September
NEWS (Human Rabies of Insectivorous Bat
Origin) calling to the caving community’s
attention the recently documented apparent
increase in human rabies caused by “cryptic
exposure” to bat rabies. I suggest that this
cryptic exposure is a subject worthy of
serious scientific study, and further that such
exposure may also be involved in
histoplasmosis transmission. Unfortunately,
this thesis is rather speculative, and in this
AIDS-era, such studies probably lie low on
the CDC’s priority list. What is needed is to
raise the importance of such studies on the
priority of other biomedical or epidemi-
ological researchers’ lists. Some pertinent
excerpts from Brass’ article: “Reason for
cryptic exposure to bat rabies may include:
a) fleeting contact with a bat with no obvious

evidence of a bite or scratch; b) an
unrecognized encounter with a bat during the
night. . . . (T)here is simply no way to know
whether or not a wild [non–laboratory?] bat
is incubating rabies. . . . Even limited contact
(skin or mucous membrane) with a rabid bat
may result in transmission of virus. . . . The
inhalant risks for cavers entering this type of
ecosystem [certain unique underground
environments (?)] remain poorly defined.”

In my 40+ years of West Virginia caving, I
have probably experienced thousands of such
cryptic exposures. I have not contracted
rabies, for which I am thankful, and the jury
is still out regarding histoplasmosis. I have had
at least two encounters with sick bats. The
first was when a bat flew up to me as I was
walking along a large passage and alighted
upon my jacket right over my heart. I
instinctively sensed something was wrong,
brushed it off with cave-gloved hand, and
continued. That bat knew I was a moving
object much larger than a flying insect (or its
echo-locator was badly malfunctioning). The
second encounter was with a bat on the
passage floor, apparently trying to crawl
underneath a hand-sized piece of breakdown,
and exhibiting what looked exactly like the
“broken wing” ruse used by certain birds when
trying to lead potential predators away from
their nest. One of its wings was held tight
against the body, and the other was fully
spread out.

Possibly these are not very uncommon
experiences to cavers, but I have not heard
much about such events, and a collection of
similar anecdotes might prove helpful in
drawing potential researchers’ attention to
this question. I would welcome hearing about
them.

Bud Rutherford, NSS #1472

Dear Bud, Re:“Cryptic exposure” to
rabies. There is little material on the matter
of “casual touching” of apparently healthy
bats as a source of rabies. Reports possibly
related to infections from the air of caves
inhabited by large numbers of insectivorous
bats are of the following types: Two children
developed rabies who had not been bitten but
were exposed to the hot breath of a rabid wolf.
Several species of susceptible animals in
screened cages in caves occupied by bats
developed rabies. A California laboratory
technician who was preparing a rabies
vaccine, got the disease apparently from an
aerosol created by a blender. Rabies virus was
collected on an impact filter from the air of a
bat maternity cave. Transmission of other viral
diseases by aerosol or airborne droplet is well
recognized. The spread of chicken pox and
measles is particularly difficult to prevent in a
hospital ward of infectious disease. Smallpox

(continued on page 346)
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New Exploration in White Oak
Blowhole Cave

article and photographs by James H. Smith, Jr.

History
arly exploration of White Oak Blowhole
probably began in the 1800s when
settlers of White Oak Sink and Cades
Cove began saltpeter mining. Little is

known about the operation and no names or
dates have been found in the cave. All that is
left are remnants of two nitrate hoppers.  The
operation must not have lasted long as there
are significant deposits of guano and nitrate-
producing sediments in accessible parts of the
cave. Marion Smith speculates it must have
been an operation designed to make nitrates
for personal consumption (gun powder) in the
cove and for extra income. There is no evidence
that the mining operation was commissioned
to support the war effort. Approximately 700
people lived in Cades Cove area during the
1800s.

During recent times, modern cavers explored
all easily accessible recesses in the cave. The
first map of the cave listed the name simply as
‘Blowhole’. It was mapped in 1950 by E.
Bleichen, R. Rowland, and J. D. Lawrence Jr.
(Barr, 1960). A more extensive survey was
completed by members of the East Tennessee
Grotto and a map was drafted by Chuck Wiley
in 1979. The total length of the cave was
measured at 4,729 feet and the depth at 269
feet. In summer of 1988, Ray Gregory (Georgia)
solicited the help of cave diver Lewis Puckett
(Georgia) to dive the siphon at the bottom of
the cave. Lewis dove to a depth of 60 feet under
horrid conditions. He recounted that as soon
as he entered the water the visibility was reduced
to 1 foot. As he descended the steep slope,
sediments avalanched on top of him. At a depth
of 60 feet he stated that his level of fun had
reached its threshold and prudence prompted
his return to the surface. He stated that he did
not reach the bottom of the sump and its total
depth remains a mystery.

In the Spring of 1995, Mark Lassiter (North
Carolina) and Bob Ordner (Georgia) visited
White Oak Blowhole (WOBH) for the purpose
of recreation. While touring the sump area they
explored up a parallel stream route that lead to
a series of up-climbs. They left the stream and
climbed up through breakdown into a large
room. They rejoined the stream and climbed
up two eight-foot freeclimbs in a stream canyon

to the base of an estimated 50-foot
waterfall. They were intrigued by the
high canyon that loomed above the
top of the waterfall.  This was the
limit of the previously known
exploration. Earlier groups had
visited this area of the cave and
surely pondered what lay beyond
the edge of the waterfall and that
intriguing canyon passage.

Exploration
Mark decided to initiate a dome-

climbing project the following year.
In the meantime, he had secured the
required permits from the National
Park Service to conduct exploration
and survey in the cave. I expressed
interest in helping Mark and he
added me to the permit. We visited
the Cades Cove Ranger Station for
the final check-out before going into
the cave. The ranger stated that
other rangers had visited the cave
and determined that WOBH had
stopped blowing. They thought a
collapse had occurred in the
entrance area and may have sealed
the entrance. They asked us to solve
this mystery.

On May 25, 1995, Mark and I
hiked two miles to the cave heavily
laden with climbing equipment and
ropes.  We hauled 165 feet of 11mm
climbing rope, 165 feet of 9mm
dynamic haul line, a 100 foot
entrance rope, a 50 foot handline, 75 feet of
PMI, 40 carabiners, two hammers, two bat
hooks, 17 1/4-inch anchors/bolts/hangers, six
3/8-inch anchors/bolts/hangers, two pairs of five-
step etriers, 10 slings, two 1/4-inch drivers, a 1/
4-inch bat drill, seven angle pitons of assorted
sizes, small rack of 15 camming devices
(tricams, friends, camalots), and survey gear
(tape, compass, book).

Within 300 feet of the entrance we solved
the mystery of WOBH. The cave was still
blowing as a fog hung just above the ground.
The cold air was refreshing in the 90oF heat.
After inspecting the entrance, Mark thought it
had collapsed somewhat. I could see that the
existing collapse had been there a long time!

Yes, a small boulder had peeled off the left wall,
but it did not represent a dramatic change to
the entrance. We entered the cave at noon and
rigged the entrance rope down the 34-foot pit. I
was concerned about the rope when we saw a
cave rat scurry for safety as we descended into
the entrance area down a seven-foot climb.
Mark descended the next 40-foot pit first. On
the bottom, we climbed down a steep
breakdown slope into a huge chamber that is at
least 160 feet across. This was reminiscent of a
big Mexican cave. We passed by two crumbling
saltpeter hoppers and entered the next big room.
We toured a side passage to Stone’s Dome and

Mark Lassiter drilling 1/4-inch bolt on

the first dome climb of 34 feet
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evaluated it as a climbing prospect. We decided
it did not look worthy of the effort. We continued
down the steeply descending breakdown
passage and followed the strike of steeply
dipping beds of limestone. The passage
descended directly to a clear sump. From the
debris on the slope it was apparent that the
highest flood level was 30 feet above the present
sump.

We crossed into the parallel stream passage
and climbed up numerous freeclimbs over
breakdown into a large chamber. We did a
steeply inclined muddy ledge traverse which
Mark referred to as the Traverse of Death (TOD).
The TOD is a steeply inclined ledge sloping into
a 15 to 20-foot abyss. Across the TOD we
climbed up two eight-foot climbs. Eventually, we
climbed to the base of a waterfall with an
obvious canyon at the top. It took less than an
hour to reach the dome climb from the entrance.
The dome had previously been estimated to be
in excess of 50 feet. With a bright light it looked
less than 40 feet tall. The wall was steep and
free of any weakness to follow (cracks) so we
were forced to drill.

Mark began the lead climb by setting a 1/4-
inch bolt next to a small waterfall. The stance
for bolting was awkward and wet. He drilled a
second 1/4-bolt and then a 3/8-inch bolt. He
then drilled a bat hook placement once he was
high enough to avoid hitting the ground if the
hook popped out of the drill hole. His placement
was two feet above the 3/8-inch bolt. From the
hook placement he set another 3/8-inch bolt and
after four hours on the wall rigged a fixed line
and rappelled down.

I tied into the climbing rope and resumed
the lead position. My first placement was a      1/
4-inch bolt. I set the bolt quickly and directed
the bolt ladder to my left towards the waterfall.
A crack was present in a dark-colored band of
rock under the waterfall. I hoped that the crack
might accept a piton. After testing the bolt by
jumping up and down in my etriers, I transferred
my weight onto the protection. Within reach of
the crack I tested the rock above me by tapping
on it with a hammer. It was shale and had a
hollow sound. I then redirected my route to my
right to ascend a bulge in the rock on good,
steeply dipping limestone.  It was a little
overhung and I drilled the next 1/4-inch bolt just
beyond comfortable reach. After testing the bolt
I began setting the third bolt. The top of the climb
was six feet above me when Murphy (a.k.a.
Murphy’s Law) decided to join the climb. The
threaded stud on the driver began to strip and
the self-drill anchor hung in the hole. A few taps
of the hammer later and the stud broke into the
anchor. Fortunately, there were only a few
threads in the anchor. I was frustrated and my
knuckles were thoroughly skinned and bleeding
from the sharp rock. I threaded a grade 9 bolt
into the anchor and torqued it with the wrench.
I could only turn it four revolutions before it was
too tight to turn. Half an inch of the bolt stuck
out from the anchor and only two-thirds of the
anchor was in the rock without an expander. I

informed Mark that the anchor was dubious and
to reposition himself to catch the fall. I tested
the placement and the shaft of the bolt flexed
under my weight. It held, but I expected a sudden
snap when I least expected it! My situation
became desperate as I began to freeclimb onto
mud-slicked walls. The footholds were good, but
as I began to lead nine feet above a good anchor,

the reality of a long fall was foremost in my mind.
I chimneyed across the top of the pit to the top
of the waterfall. I had spent an hour and a half
on the wall. Off belay!

The next obstacle lay only 15 feet away, an
overhung eight-foot climb that would require aid
to get to the top. I climbed up into an alcove
above the climbing route and set two 3/8-inch
bolts for a dry rig. We decided to call it a day
and I cleaned the route of bolts and hangers on
the descent. We left the bottom of the bolt climb
at 8:00 a.m. and surfaced at 8:30 p.m.. for an
8.5 hour trip.  At the entrance, the rat had
chewed on my brand new pack frame shoulder
straps. We hoped it would never develop a taste
for rope!

The next morning we returned to WOBH and
entered the cave at 9:30 a.m.. We carried three
additional PMI ropes and moved quickly to the
climb. It was Mark’s lead so he stood under the
waterfall and placed a 1/4-inch bolt. He thought
that he could freeclimb from the second rung of
the etrier into the passage. He did just that, but
not without extreme desperation. He got his
armpits into the narrow canyon and hung flailing
his feet in free space. He inched his way over a
boulder to security. It was a Greco-Roman
wrestling move, but successfully executed. Mark
later remarked that he thought he going to fall
out of the climb and crater onto the floor.

Mark set a 3/8 bolt and I cleaned the 1/4-
inch hanger, bolt and etriers. We proceeded to
reap the reward of our efforts by progressing up
a tall, narrow canyon. We encountered an eight-
foot climb that was very slippery and belled out.
At the top of the climb we followed the canyon
through a low section then into a huge walking
canyon to climb-ups of four and twelve feet. We
emerged into a high dome complex with three
successive domes, two at least 80 feet high. We
continued upstream until we were stopped by a
30-foot-high waterfall, with walking passage
visible at the top. We backtracked to the
climbing gear with the intention of resuming the
climb. The climb had several ledges and was
very wet! I recommended we wait until the dome
dried up a bit and instead of climbing we
surveyed out. Our first bolt climb was taped at
34 feet. We surveyed below the dome climb to
the TOD and then resurveyed the stream route
to the sump. This way we would be able to orient
the passage with the original map and figure
out if the stream canyon was heading under the
sink or under the ridge. It took three hours to
survey to the sump in the newly named
“Northeast Passage”. We set 31 stations and
surveyed 827 feet. From the sump to the highest
surveyed point was 298 feet. The base of our
dome climb was 288 feet above the sump. We
had explored 319 feet of virgin passage and
added 482 feet of new survey to the length of
the cave. The plotted data was overlain with
the topographic map and indicated we were
under the ridge and not the sink. This increased
our depth potential. At any rate, we had climbed
73 feet above the entrance of WOBH and were
looking up a 40 foot tall dome. We hoped we

David Dehart on a 12 foot climb

Mark Lassiter drilling a 1/4-inch rivet hole

on the Siege Dome
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would crack the 400-foot depth threshold!  We
exited the cave after eight and a half hours. On
the way out we rescued a giant frog that weighed
several pounds.

Mark and I returned to WOBH on June 29,
1996, to resume exploration. We got an early
start and arrived at the cave by 8:30 am. We
hauled in seven 1/4-inch bolts and six 3/8-inch
bolts and a bat hook kit. All climbing ropes and
static lines were in the cave. It took about an
hour to reach the base of the 40-foot dome
climb.  Mark was hot to lead and I didn’t object
since I had bolt-climbed 55 feet with a
mechanical drill the previous day in an Alabama
cave. The waterfall had diminished significantly
from the previous trip, which would make
climbing far easier. Mark freeclimbed up seven
feet to a one-foot-wide ledge and set a 3/8-inch
bolt as high as he could reach, while bracing
against a wall protrusion. Once the anchor was
fixed into the wall, he clipped in his climbing
rope and freeclimbed up at least four feet higher
to the next ledge. It was several feet wide and
far more spacious to drill from. After setting a 1/
4-inch bolt, Mark freeclimbed eight feet onto the
next ledge. The lip was only six feet higher and
with ease he pulled himself onto a loose slope
of boulders. He drilled a 3/8-inch backup anchor
and rigged the rope to a natural bridge at the
top of the climb. I followed up the climb on a
fixed rope.

The passage continued its steep trend up four
climb-ups of five to six feet to a breakdown area.
I figured we were near the creekbed or side of
the mountain. Strong air blew in our faces and
we followed the air to a ten-foot climb-up. The
climb led to a chamber and then terminal
collapse. The airflow emerged from breakdown.
This area turned out to be the highest point
reached in the cave at 152 feet above the
entrance or +437 feet above the lowest point
surveyed in the sump. Ten feet below the high
point we followed a tight but diggable crawl for
a body length before we retreated. We surveyed
back toward the climb. Mark did a freeclimb
into the top of the chamber directly above the
bolt climb to find the second new high point at
+435 feet. I did a climb-down in the breakdown
and found the origin of the stream which
emerged from sediment fill. I did a second climb-
down of six feet and found nice passage to a
60-foot pit. We surveyed all we found and
decided to drop the 60-foot pit in hopes of
finding a parallel downstream route.
Unfortunately I rapelled into known passage. I
climbed back up Mark’s 30 foot dome-climb to
tie in our survey. We surveyed 400 feet and
decided to come back the next day to do the
last lead, a 15 foot bolt-climb parallel to the 30-
foot dome climb. We could see a big upper-level
trunk passage.

June 30, 1996, Mark and I entered the cave
at 9 a.m. and by 10 a.m., I started drilling my
first bolt. I drilled three 1/4-inch bolts and
freeclimbed over the lip onto a ledge. I ascended
a steep boulder-strewn slope to the top into a
70-foot wide borehole passage. I set a 3/8-inch

bolt and backed the PMI rope to a boulder. Mark
and I ascended a steep slope at the upstream
end of the borehole into a blind alcove. We had
almost reached a new high point, but after
reducing the survey data the alcove was the third
highest point in the cave at +432 feet. We turned
our attention in the downstream direction. The
big upper level had huge sediment banks lining
the walls of the passage. Sediments were
probably washed in from White Oak Saltpeter
Cave. The saltpeter cave is short and the
passage has collapsed near the entrance. We
traversed high in the passage and found a side
passage that lead to a 60- to 70-foot dome. We
would call this the Siege Dome. The passage
continued, eventually connecting back into the
main stream canyon. We were probably 100
feet or more above the stream. The base of the
dome surveyed at +374 feet. We hoped by
climbing the dome we would reach a new high
point in the cave. We surveyed all we found and
left the cave after a six-hour caving trip.

I returned on July 13, 1996, to push a crawl
that Mark and I had left with Jeff Dilcher
(Georgia), Andy Porter (Georgia), and Marion
O. Smith (Tennessee). We entered the cave at
11:30 a.m. and reached the dig lead in an hour
and 30 minutes. I sent Andy to push the lead
since he was smaller. With his usual enthusiasm
he dug a significant amount of stream sediment

and dragged it out of the crawl. When he re-
entered the crawl he gave us the bad news that
the crawl was too tight to continue and there
was no air to inspire more work. A parallel
crawlway sparked his interest and after he dug
for a while he turned the dig over to Jeff. Marion’s
ribs were hurting and he did not want to dig.
He had taken a fall in a karst feature while solo
caving the week before and feared cracked ribs.
After Jeff tired of digging I dug into a small
chamber with a breakdown ceiling. All of the
air emerged from a six-inch diameter tube that
was at least 15 feet long. After three body lengths
of digging we gave up. On the way out of the
cave, Andy and I climbed up into the big upper
level to the dome climb. We looked up a parallel
dome Mark and I had not peered into before.
The dome appeared to be 80+ feet high and
conical in shape. The starting point for dome
climbing would be lower than the Siege Dome
at +374 feet. The tops of the domes are
probably at the same elevation. We left the cave
after three hours.

On August 11, 1996, Mark Lassiter, Bob
Ordner, Robin Nash (Georgia), David Dehart
(Georgia), Jack Thomison (Tennessee), Gerald
Moni (Tennessee), and I did the last trip of the
season in White Oak Blowhole. While Lassiter,
Ordner, & Nash went to start the 65-foot climb
in the Siege Dome, Moni, Thomison, Dehart

Mark Lassiter bolting a 30 foot dome climb
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and I resurveyed from the entrance to a previous
tie-in point. It took two hours to complete the
resurvey. When we arrived at the dome climb,
Lassiter had been stemming across the dome
for one and a half hours and was attempting to
complete the drilling of a second rivet hole. Bob
was belaying Mark and both were soaked from
an incorrigible steady drip! He had established
one rivet anchor ten feet off the floor by drilling
a 1/4-inch hole one inch deep and by driving a
5/16-inch threaded screw into the hole. A
stainless steel cable hung from the bolt head and
was used as an anchor. Before Mark could finish
drilling the second rivet placement, the bit broke
off into the hole. “Murphy” was back! He was
already stressed out since the wide stem was
really working his hamstrings! He drilled a second
hole, installed the rivet, and the rock shattered!
No pro! Mark labored to set a third piece of
protection by drilling a 1/4-inch bolt. Drilling was
a bit easier, but after stemming for three hours
he was about to collapse. After setting the anchor
he climbed down and Bob took over.

Bob’s legs were a little shorter and he
assumed the wide stem with great stress to his
leg muscles. Bob took an hour to drill a 1/4-
inch bolt in overhanging rock. It was very
strenuous drilling behind one’s head. Finally Bob
climbed into his etriers and set a 3/8-inch bolt
anchor that was set at an angle to the rock and
stuck out a quarter of an inch. He set two
successive bat hook placements in 1/4-inch
holes drilled 3/4-inch deep. This allowed him to
gain a total of three feet as the first hole was two
feet above the 3/8-inch bolt and the second bat
hook was 14 inches higher. Bob then found an
interesting clean gear placement and set two
opposing tri-cams that were wedged in a
solution flute on either side of a thin blade of
limestone. Cute! Above the tri-cams he placed
a 3/8-inch bolt and fixed the 9mm haul line for
jumaring. He lowered down after three hours
on the wall. He had climbed 23 feet!

I jumared up to the bolt playfully criticizing
Bob’s 3/8 bolt placements. I lead off of the 3/8-
inch bolt and set a quick 1/4-inch bolt. The rock
shattered around the hole! Not a great
placement, but holding body weight was all I
needed. It took 12 minutes to set the bolt. The
next bolt was a saga taking 45 minutes to drill
into rock that was as hard as steel-armored
plating! Before the hole was drilled a quarter of
an inch, the teeth on the self-drill anchor were
flat and I had to change anchors. Before the
hole was three-quarters finished, the cutting edge
of the second self-drill anchor was flat. The last
quarter of the hole was tedious, but finally the
expander was driven and the anchor was set. I
got four feet of height per bolt. I was able to
reach a projection that had a solution hole
through it. I threaded a runner through the hole
and clipped in the etriers and bounced on the
sling. The solution flute did not pop off the wall
so it must have been good. I was up under a
four-foot roof and drilled off to my right side to
start a traverse that should have allowed me to
bypass the roof. I could only reach about two

and a half feet to my right. Drilling off to one’s
side is strenuous. The rock was not too hard
and after 20 minutes the anchor was set. I
cleared a loose chert ledge and mud from the
wall sent a softball-size rock onto Mark’s helmet.
He survived the bashing, but complained of a
headache for an hour. He was lucky it landed
on his head! The next bolt placement was my
biggest challenge. I set a bolt five feet from the
previous placement by stemming across the pit
on two small shale ledges. I could barely reach
the driver and the rock was damn hard! It took
an hour to set the bolt. I was also under a steady
stream of water that poured down the center of
my back. With the anchor set I used the
crumbling ledge to my advantage. After testing
the integrity of the anchor I used my second set
of etriers to clip the bolt hanger I was hanging
from and tossed them over the other side of the
ledge. I was able to gain more horizontal
distance and position myself to pass around the
roof. I could see that the ceiling was 15 feet
above my head and a high angle mud slope
lead to a chocked breakdown ceiling. No
passage or viable lead! So, after measuring the
dome at 65 feet, I traversed back to the sling, set
up a pull-down anchor and cleaned all the
hangers, bolts and other gear from the wall. I
had been on the wall for three hours. It took 10
hours and 15 minutes to climb 65 feet, or about
6.5 feet per hour. We pulled the ropes down and
concluded another great exploration. We exited
the cave at 12:30 a.m. after thirteen and a half
hours of caving.

The survey indicated that the top of the      65-
foot dome was only two feet higher than the
highest point previously reached or 439 feet. The
exploration in WOBH yielded 1,197 feet of virgin
cave passage, 1,360 feet of new survey, and
increased the depth from 269 feet to 439 feet.
The total length of the cave is now 6,089 feet.
From the entrance to the sump, the cave is 225
feet deep. The dry vertical extent of the cave
from the top of the 65 foot dome to the edge of
the sump is 379 feet. The side passage ascended
154 feet above the entrance of WOBH.

To enter White Oak Blowhole, permits must
be obtained from the National Park Service at
Cades Cove Ranger Station. The caving season
in the Great Smoky Mountain Park is from
May 15 to August 15.

Bob Ordner belaying Mark Lassiter on

the 65-foot-high Siege Dome, under a

steady drip

Jack Thomison prepared to descend the

34-foot entrance drop of  White Oak

Blowhole
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Walking Fern and ‘Whopper Well’—
the Unknown Route

artcle and photos by Alan Cressler

The “Walking Fern” (Asplenium
rhizophyllum L.) is a common plant
around cave entrances in TAG
(Tennessee, Alabama,  and Georgia).

When I got to the entrance, I was a little
disappointed to see only one small colony on
the south side of the entrance bluff. Walking
Fern Pit is not the name I would have chosen
for the cave, but who knows what it looked
like 20 years ago.

The history of most of the obscure medium-
depth pits in TAG is brief and not of much
interest. Walking Fern Pit is no exception. It
was discovered on the same day as nearby
Wedged Rock Pit. Apparently, it was not
recorded who actually found the pit. I suspect
it was Merilyn Osterlund of Huntsville,
Alabama, as she was probably the only one in
the group who would have known what a
walking fern was. The following appeared in a
trip report by Bill Torode in The Huntsville
Grotto Newsletter, Sunday, March 23, 1975.
Participants were Merilyn  Osterlund, Glenda
Flemming, Stu Clifton, Bill Torode, Gerald

Moni, Carl Craig, Jim Hall, and Lin
Guy. “We all headed north on 65
up the valley [Paint Rock] to
Cunningham Sinks. We were
heading to two new pits: Wedged
Rock Pit and Walking Fern Pit. It
was a tiring hike up the mountain
after walking most of the day
before. Jim and I mapped Wedged
Rock while the rest headed for
Walking Fern. Total depth for
Wedged Rock was 166 ft. After
finishing up with the mapping, we
headed over to the other group at
Walking Fern, where we found they
had already left and gone around
to Borderline Cave.” Of the trip that
Bill described above, Lin Guy
reported, “Gerald and I wound up
assigned to explore Walking Fern Pit, where
we discovered forty feet of cave at the bottom
of the 81 ft. entrance drop. Another drop lay
beyond an inconveniently wedged heavy
boulder.” (This account is a little confusing. I
have determined that the caves were most likely
found on an unrecorded ridgewalk but not
explored until the described trip. It is common
practice, with some groups, to ridgewalk
without exploration gear. It appears that Gerald
Moni and Lin Guy were the first to enter the
cave.)

The only other known trip was a yo-yo trip
by Marion O. Smith, Steve “Flatrock” Holmes,
and Jim Smith on October 5, 1980. Marion
made no note of interest about the cave except
that they taped the pit at 80 feet with 100 feet
of passage. This group worked the area heavily
in the early 1980s pushing Borderline Cave,
Stevie Wonder Hole and others.

I have always felt that Alabama is by no
means played out for deep pits and deep caves.
It just takes a special effort and a lot of luck to
find what is left. For the last several years, I
have been leading a small group of dedicated
followers into the remote, often difficult to
reach, areas of Jackson County looking for
what others have missed either in new caves
or in known caves. I am especially drawn to
areas that have pits that I have never done.

So, on May 14, 1994, Andy Porter, Heath
Many, and Forest Platt joined me on an
adventure into Cunningham Sinks, at the head
of Dry Creek in the Paint Rock River Valley.

Our objective was Borderline Cave. Although
Borderline Cave had been pushed a couple of
times, we had never been there and one more
push couldn’t hurt. Any caving in “the sinks”
requires a two-mile walk so we decided to
ridgewalk the distance. This would take us past
two pits none of us had done.

We didn’t find anything but sandstone float
in the first mile but then I located the small
entrance to Wedged Rock Pit. We had a good
tour of that cave. When Andy and I got out of
Wedged Rock Pit, we began looking for nearby
Walking Fern Pit. I found it about 300 feet away
and slightly higher on a bench.

The Alabama Cave Survey listed Walking
Fern Pit as having only one entrance to an 81-
foot pit with 81 feet of depth and no length.
Actually, we found the cave to have two
entrances. Entrance #1 was four feet wide by
six feet long and was at the top of the 81-foot
pit. Entrance #2 was a slot one foot wide and
two and a half feet high located fifteen feet
south at the base of the entrance bluff. Anyone
in their right mind would have rigged the larger
entrance, and we were no exception. Forest
rigged the rope and I went down to the second
ledge, 20 feet down, where I found a large
horror slab wedged in the mud. Being the
cautious fellow that I am, I suggested pulling
out of that entrance and rigging down through
entrance #2.

Heath made the tight slot a little more
accommodating. It was obvious that this
entrance was virgin. It became a tight eight-

JACKSON COUNTY, ALABAMA
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Pit

Andy Zellner and Bruce White on the

traverse around the top of  the original

81-foot pit



foot chimney into a larger room at the edge of
the pit. We landed on the south side of two
huge flat slabs that spanned the top of the pit.
While we were discussing our options for
rigging the still unsafe pit, I looked across the
pit and saw a sizable passage. We decided that
Heath would set a bolt in a ceiling recess to
make it a clean drop. While he was doing that,
I asked Andy to prepare a rope so that I could
use it as a safety for doing the 15-foot long
traverse around the top of the pit and into the
new passage. We knew the new passage was
virgin because it was impossible for anyone to
see the it from the original entrance or from the
bottom of the pit due to the large breakdown
slabs spanning the top of the drop.

The traverse was on a sloping shale ledge.
I dug some minimal footholds and drove the
hammer into the soft bank as a hand hold.
There were also some large roots growing
along the shale bank that made other good
handholds. Once on the other side, I tied off
the traverse safety and began to explore. I went
into the low passage, to the right, around a 20-
foot pit and into a couple of crawls that ended
in formations. I then went into the walking
passage to the left of the 20-foot pit. Within 50
to 60 feet I found the top of a pit. When I looked
down, I could see the bottom, and it looked
about 80 feet deep. As usual, I dropped a rock
which hit the bottom. As I looked up, I heard a
second impact and later a third. Not believing
what I had heard, I repeated the rock drop.
Once again, the final BOOM was way down! I
made it back to the traverse, where Heath was
just finishing his bolt job, and in an excited
voice I told Andy to bring in all the rope. I
didn’t really explain why. There was a large
formation at the pit edge for rigging. We

rappelled the drop down to a ledge and large
natural bridge. This was taped at 85 feet below
the rig point. Andy and I ducked back into a
recess on the ledge to get out of the rock fall
zone while Heath and Forest came down. At
the back of the recess, Andy found a small
hole in the wall that opened to a 40- to 50-foot
pit. It became one more thing to check out
later. I set a bolt for the next drop and rappelled
down to another ledge, a total of 172 feet down.
We were still way above the floor. I set another
bolt and our last rope barely reached. The
total depth was 233 feet! Although ledgy, we
still thought it was an excellent drop. The room
that the pit dropped into was a real “whopper”.
Within the beams of our lights, we could see
150 feet down the room with haystack
formations 12 to 15 feet high. Once we were
all down, we toured a  passage on the right
which continued to a dome before becoming
too tight. We knew that we had better things to
explore. Back in the “Hall o’ Whoppers”, we
toured, in disbelief, between the massive
formations. On the left side, near the south
end of the room, we found what looked like a
canyon continuing. Just around a large
breakdown block at the base of the canyon
was another large pit. Rockfall sounded over
100 feet! We had found the big one. With no
rope for this pit, we exited “Whopper Well”.
Andy suggested we continue in the low passage
above the big drop to see if we could find a
better rig. We crawled through a formation
restriction to a 3x4-foot hole looking right down
the middle of the shaft. We knew we had a
240-foot pit! After our exciting find, we did
bounce the original 81-foot blind pit. The
“inconveniently wedged heavy boulder” was
still in place, making the passage below
inaccessible.

 Our original group couldn’t get together
again for two weeks. In the meantime, not
being the secretive type, I talked about the pit
to almost everyone I knew, including the
internet forum, TAG-NET. I never said the name
of the cave but did give clues. Andy Zellner, of
Atlanta, was the only person to actually guess
the cave using FindCave. I never let him know
he was correct. Andy Porter and I used the free
weekend to find better access to the cave. I
learned of a road up the west side of Bice
Mountain from Madison County that might

help us. We did a 19-mile mountain bike ride
on Sunday, May 22, and finally figured out the
maze of roads on top of the plateau. We
successfully rode to the point directly above
the cave. Vehicles that could negotiate the
horror four-wheel-drive road would be able
to park on state land about one-half mile from
the cave. The rest of us with two-wheel drives
would have an easier two-mile walk.

The two long weeks passed, and on May
28, 1994, a large group consisting of Andy
Porter, Heath Many, Forest Platt, Jim Smith,
Laura Smith, John Stembel, Doug Strait,
Marion O. Smith, Terry McClanathan, Todd
Dishong, Carl Anderson, Ted Wilson, Shari
Lydy, and myself used the new route to the
cave. While the rest of us were getting dressed,
Marion was pounding away at the entrance
crack. He did make it a little bigger. Andy and I
took a large rope and headed for the undone
“Whopper Well” rig. I set a couple of bolts and
headed down the big pit. Our official taped
depth was 242 feet and completely free-fall
down the middle of the shaft! I made another
interesting discovery on my rappel. There is a
continuous massive drapery formation that
spans all but the final two feet of the pit. At over
240 feet high, it may be the tallest formation in
the country. Carl, John, Ted, and Laura began
the survey. The rest of us headed for the
undone drop (“Garden Handy Plunge”) at
the end of the “Hall o’ Whoppers”. I set a bolt
and Andy did the drop first. We taped the pit at
117 feet. Although there were two ledges, it
was still a very nice drop. Once Heath, Forest,
and I were down, we began to explore. Being
consistent with the rest of the cave, the
continuing passage (“Ping Pong Pearl
Passage”) was very large with some nice
formations. We pushed and probed into several
leads, but  nothing seemed to go. A flowstone
climb at the back of the hall yielded a very old
raccoon skeleton and a very nice formation

Todd Dishong’s finger next to the Ping-
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room. I believe the raccoon fell or washed in
through Wedged Rock Pit. (The skeleton was
photographed and removed for positive
identification at the University of Georgia.) We
did find a small passage that led to a very small
stream and that is what we were calling the
deep point. We were a little disappointed that
the cave didn’t break the 400-foot level, but
we were still quite satisfied. Some of the group
began to head out of the cave; others were
photographing, and some were mapping.
Andy, Jim, Heath, and Forest headed to the
original 233 rig to look at Andy’s lead. They
rigged  the 85-foot pit to the natural bridge
ledge. Through the small opening was a pit
series of 46, 35, and 33 feet. This route was
named the “Big Mac Series”, and was blind at
the bottom of the last drop. While the others
were mapping the new pits, I took Terry, Todd,
and Shari to Wedged Rock Pit. Everyone but
John,Carl and Ted made it back to the surface
and we headed to the cars. The mapping crew
got back to the vehicles about two hours behind
us. Ted took me aside and told me about a
third pit they had found. He estimated it to be
at least 30 feet deep. They had been looking
for the deep point that I had described when
Ted found an unchecked lead that accessed a
muddy canyon ending at the pit. He said that
rigging would be a problem because of shale.

After some argument about the return trip,
we decided to return on Memorial Day, May
30. In the meantime, I gave directions to Maury
Benamy and John Adler who toured the two
drops on Sunday, May 29. Our return crew
was reduced a bit. Andy, John, Heath, Forest,
Ted, Jim, Doug, and I entered the cave for the
final push. We were supposed to be joined by
a mapping crew consisting of Carl, Shirley
Sotona, and Pat Kambesis, but technical

difficulties prevented that. We made our way
to the undone drop (“Mappers Pit”), which
looked tio be over 30 feet deep. We did a lot of
clearing and I set two bolts. Ted did the drop
first and it was taped at 66 feet. At the bottom,
the cave basically died. The small stream went
down a hole that was way too tight. Andy and
I did a difficult seven-foot climb-down and then
a flowstone climb into some formation grottos.
We were thankful that, if the cave had to die, it
died so sweet. Not having any survey gear, we
left that for another trip. We exited the cave
leaving it rigged for the final mapping trip. That
trip occurred the next weekend on June 5.
Carl  Anderson, Shirley Sotona, Pat Kambesis,
Jack Thomison, Marion Ziemons, John Swartz,
Carey Shea, and Chris Hudson finished the
survey and derigged the cave. They had an
epic, disastrous trip in a raging thunderstorm
as they tried to extract themselves from the
mountain. That is a story in itself.

The reduced survey data revealed a total
depth of 447 feet and a total length of 1,987
feet. The bottom of Walking Fern Pit is still 200
vertical feet above a basal level cave named
Dry Creek Cave. This cave is a two-mile long
borehole that is only accessed through a long
sump dive. It has been the dream of several
generations of cave explorers to find a dry route
into Dry Creek. Walking Fern Pit was
unfortunately not the way.

Because of its remoteness and the fact that
it is hard to find, Walking Fern Pit receives
little visitation. Arranged trips are possible.
However during hunting season (September-
May) the whole area is closed.

References
The Daily Journals of Marion O. Smith.
The Journals of E. Lin Guy.
The Cave Journals of Alan Cressler
THE HUNTSVILLE GROTTO NEWSLETTER,

Vol.18, # 2.

Hot Off The Press!
 Have you ever got a "digger's mud ball"

stuck in your ear? You can read about this
adventure and many others in the 1995
SPELEO DIGEST. Just  printed, it is chock
full of every cave-related topic imaginable.

 This 602 page book continues the
previous Speleo Digest series and
represents 32 states and numerous
countries within the first 300 pages of cave
descriptions and maps. The rest of this
timely publication has articles on
Archaeology, Biology, Conservation,
Equipment, Fiction, Geology, History,
Hydrology, Safety, Lighting, Locating
Caves, Photography, Surveying, and
Vertical Caving. If you prefer more casual
reading, the Digest is renowned for its
chapter of Caver Humor and the graphics,
poetry, songs, and other tidbits spread
throughout its pages.

 With over 200 authors from almost 100
caving newsletters, this book should cost
well over $100. You can order one today,
however, for only $19.95 plus $3.00
shipping. Don't delay, since a limited
quantity was printed. (Remember the 1989
issue?)  Contact the

NSS Bookstore
2813 Cave Ave.

Huntsville, AL 35810-4431
(205) 852-1300
nss@caves.org

Raccoon skeleton found near the end of  the Ping-Pong Pearl Passage, May 1994
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cave didn’t go far, but did contain some nice
pretties. Chief among them in the formation-filled
room which ends the cave was The Dwarfed
Virgin, an obviously beautiful formation mass
which led Theresa to wax poetic.

Conservation
The three INDIANA CAVER editions mentioned

earlier contain reports on CIG’s cleanup and
restoration efforts in Indiana’s Muscatatuck
Caverns and Marengo Caverns, and
mentions the grotto’s work trip to Mammoth
Cave and the cleanup techniques learned there.

The incredible damage done to the southern
Indiana karst which housed the Indiana Army
Ammunition Plant during WW II and the Korean
War is covered in an article appearing in the
Winter–Spring edition of the American Cave
Conservation Association’s AMERICAN CAVES. In
the article, Julian Lewis explains how the 30
million gallons of acidic effluent released daily
during production devastated the caves, karst,
and ecosystem of the area. In the Jenny Lind
Run alone, four swallowholes were created and
the streambed was etched as much as eight feet
deep and more than eight feet wide in spots.
The intensity of the damage may have abated
over time, but toxins—and live explosives—still
remain, as evidenced by the bio-inventory done
by Lewis, who fittingly ends the article by noting
that the area’s environment was a casualty of
war.

The Summer edition of the Missouri Cave
and Karst Conservancy’s MCKC DIGEST contains
an article covering the construction of a parking
lot and other above-ground improvements at
MCKC-owned Skaggs Cave. Funding was
provided by the Mississippi Valley-Ozark
Region. Before the MCKC acquired the cave, a
large contingent of MVOR cavers had installed
a novel and effective spider-web design cave
gate.

The week-long 1996 Mammoth Cave
Restoration Field Camp, again coordinated on
the cavers’ side by Norm Rogers, is recapped
by Larry Reece in the October issue of Central
Indiana Grotto’s CIG Newsletter. Work done in
Mammoth included: dismantling two Echo River
tour boats; removal of wood and lint; cleaning
of flowstone; and removal from the cave of the
week’s accumulated debris. The group also spent
a day assisting the American Cave Conservation
Association by building walls and landscaping
around the entrance to Hidden River Cave.
On Saturday, the carrot for the week’s work was
awarded, with one group taking an easy four-
hour trip and another doing one of the harder
seven-hour variety.

Safety
CALIFORNIA CAVER coeditor Lynn Fielding

recaps a four-weekend NCRC rescue course in
the Summer issue. Held earlier in the year at
four California sites, the training not only
prepared attendees for the process of cave rescue,
but no doubt also instilled in them knowledge
that may well make for safer trips by the attendees
themselves. All cavers would obviously benefit
from such training.

Details of an August flood in the Society’s
McFails Cave (Schoharie Co., NY) are
divulged by Bob Zimmerman in the September
editions of THE NORTHEASTERN CAVER and the
MET Grotto News (New York). Water levels shot
up over six feet at The Brain while Zimmerman,
Richard Borowsky, and Luis and Mony
Espanasa were in the cave. They wisely sought
refuge and waited for the water level to drop
before exiting the cave 10 hours later than
expected. The rise followed sudden heavy rains
and is credited to either changes in the cave or
the dreaded “rare, unpredictable freak of nature.”

Tom Spina has an article in the Virginia Area
Region’s Fall ’96 REGION RECORD which recaps
a serendipitous rescue trip to Bath County,
Virginia’s Crossroad Cave in which Tom and
others of the Ganasta Mappers stave off a rescue
waiting to happen (and circumvent a boon to
local news mongers). Changing to Plan Z, the
Ganasta group found themselves at Crossroads,
where they shared the cave with a van load of
the ill-prepared, whom they ended up
shepherding out of the cave as the latter group’s
pathfinding failed and flashlights fizzled.

Another inadvertent rescue story is recalled
by Michael Lorance in the October MID-
HOOSIER GROTTO NEWSLETTER. Arriving about
8 a.m. on September 15th, Jeff Cody, Scott
Cummings, Jim Barnard, and Lorance set off
for a tourist trip into Indiana’s Reeves Cave.
Signing the register, they found that a group was
already in the cave. (Surely—at this ungodly
hour—this couldn’t be a group of organized
cavers!) More than 1,000 feet into the cave they
began hearing the other group yelling for help.
Upon reaching the cavers—one barefooted—
they learned that earlier was actually the
previous day. After getting lost and searching in
vain for an egress, the two “young men” had
headed for a high spot to await help. Details of
the stranded duo’s equipment aren’t given, but
barefooted alone leads one to think flashlight.
At least they had had the foresight to inform
Dick Blenz, who arrived shortly after they had
exited, of their intentions before they went into
the cave.

Equipment
A short article by NSS NEWS cyber-caver

Bonnie Crystal about the use of CB radios in
lava tube caves appears in the Summer
CALIFORNIA CAVER. Bonnie, Jessica Stevens,

and Ken Miller conducted experiments in and
above Lava Bed National Monument’s
Sentinel Cave. The experiments were
successful in both communication and radio
location through volcanic rock over seven meters
thick. Bonnie also discusses a number of other
above- and below-ground situations where CB
communication could prove useful.

Another Summer CALIFORNIA CAVER article
offers some useful advice for making better
photos with auto-focus, auto-exposure cameras.
In it, author John Woods explains how to
produce better-than-average cave photos using
these cameras (known as happy snaps among
the pros) in conjunction with “a small hand-
held electronic flash unit (strobe) and an
inexpensive slave unit.” Using this equipment
(<$60) and the simple strategies  described can
result in easily taken photos better than those
relying only on the happy snap’s meager built-
in flashes.

The development of an interesting seat
harness is shared by Pete Johnson with THE
NORTHEASTERN CAVER audience in the
September issue. Pete traces the evolution of
his creation, which is based on the crude, rude,
and speleo-socially unacceptable dinosaur that
is the diaper sling. Using wider webbing, strong
attachment points, and providing for easy
adjustment, he may have come up with a
comfortable, safe, and simple harness.

An interesting rappel rig for the top-heavy
appears in the October MID-HOOSIER GROTTO
NEWSLETTER in which Jeff Cody details a seat
harness/chest harness setup he has used with
success. Jeff has found the rig to be helpful in
keeping his torso closer to the rope. It also
provides him a better angle for grasping the rope
with his braking hand.

NSS NEWS technology columnist Dan
Hazelton has an article about modifying helmets
in the October issue of THE MERAMEC CAVER.
Among suggestions proffered by Dan are adding
a half-inch Fastex® buckle on a helmet’s side to
clip it to a waist belt. Other ideas range from
adding reflective tape, glow-in-the-dark paint or
tape, multiple light mounts, and three- or four-
point chinstraps all the way up to installing an
in-helmet video cam. Perhaps these ideas will
be shared in an NSS NEWS soon to be appearing
in your neighborhood.
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The Twilight Zone
An excellent article by Jack McCormack titled

Caving: A Journal of the Spirit appears in the
Summer ’94 SPELEONEWS. In it (the second of
a series) Jack eloquently recalls some of his early
caving adventures during which he experienced
magical moments of spiritual connection
between cavers, caves, and the planet that hosts
both. Perhaps many of us have made similar
connections, but it was the first mention of them
I’ve ever seen in print. It was truly a privilege to
read Jack’s recollections.

The Fall ’95 SPELEONEWS contains a spelean
history article by Doug Plemons. Landmarks and
Curiosities in White County, Tennessee briefly
recounts the settling of the county and the some
of effects of the 1811-12 New Madrid
earthquake on the area before Plemons notes
numerous leads gleaned from a 1935 history of
the county. Another fine Plemons article, part
one of his review of the speleological history of
Cross Plains, Tennessee appeared in the
Summer ’94 SPELEONEWS.

The Summer issue of the MCKC DIGEST ran
a Russell Graham article about the significance
of paleontological resources found in caves. The
text does an admirable job of presenting and
explaining the title’s often-overlooked subject.

In only the second article seen of the scientific
bent (this one in the Summer CALIFORNIA
CAVER), Lori L. Schultz and John C. Tinsley
present their findings about the hydrogeology
of the White Chief and Eagle Lake areas of
California’s Sequoia National Park. The first
finding cited was that water from White Chief
Valley emerges at Tufa Falls after flowing in one
or more karst conduits under the ridge which
separates White Chief from Eagle Lake Valley.
The study also succeeded in reaffirming the
hydrologic connection between the Eagle Creek
sink and Tufa Falls. Their conclusion raises a
number of interesting questions which are likely
to foster further research.

Readers of the September issue of THE
NORTHEASTERN CAVER were informed by Paul
Steward that a Gotham City arrest warrant had
been issued in for famed crime buster Batman.
Among less serious concerns authorities have
are several pending patrimony suits, the
operation of an unlicensed vehicle, and how
the caped crusader disposes of the waste from
the Batmobile’s atomic batteries. The most
serious charge facing the winged one revolves
around his wanton disregard for the formations
and fauna of the Batcave during the
installation of his vast array of gadgets. Strict

local laws are said to prohibit such destruction.
Lisa DeLucia recalls caving ghost stories for

October readers of the Southern California
Grotto’s publication THE EXPLORER. Beyond
almost-personal experiences near Boyden
Cave, DeLucia regales readers with two Art
and Peggy Palmer accounts of acoustic mysteries
in Collins Crystal Cave and the 1971 rising
rope incident in Nevada’s Indian Burial
Cave. Perhaps these phenomena should be
further explored with the formation of an NSS
Paranormal Section. (Seriously, it might be fun
to compile and publish a collection of cave-
related ghost stories, if for no other reason than
to provide campfire fodder after all have tired of
singing “Rodriquez the Mexican Pervert” and
other caving classics.)

Finally, on a sad note, the October MSS
LIAISON (Missouri Speleological Survey) carried
fitting tributes by Joe Walsh and Larry Cohen
to Armin Krueger as well as coverage of the
candlelight memorial held in his honor. Having
been fortunate enough to know Armin, I can
vouch for his very good nature and incredible
appreciation for and knowledge of the land he
called home. Hopefully memories of Armin will
live as long as the karst of Monroe County, Illinois
of which he seemed such an integral part.

CARLSBAD CAVERNS & THE

GUADALUPE MOUNTAINS
CD-ROM, version 1.0, The Cordillera Group,
1996,  published in cooperation with the
Carlsbad Caverns/Guadalupe Mountains
Association. For both Macintosh and PC-
compatible computers.

Increasingly, cave-related material is being
published on CD-ROM, particularly relating to
US caves; DESCENT (126) and NSS NEWS
(August ‘96) reported on Jewel Cave.
Following on its footsteps is a CD-ROM on
another national park, Carlsbad Caverns (the
disk also covers the Guadalupe Mountains), the
data being formatted for both PC and Macintosh

use. With two national parks having tackled
similar topics, it is inevitable that some
comparisons be made. There are certainly
similarities: both disks were made using the same
software, which means the look and feel of some
controls is the same. There, the comparison
ends. The structure of the program, and the way
it runs is in the hands of the author and, sadly,
CARLSBAD doesn’t match up to its promise. Let’s

face it, to be worth its money a CD-ROM has to
offer things which a publication on paper cannot
supply: video, animation and search
capabilities, for example. While these are present
to some extent, imagination is lacking in the
CARLSBAD CAVERNS disk and JEWEL CAVE
comes out the clear winner. It isn’t enough to
place material on disk and charge a high price
($28). Likewise, there were problems playing
video and sound on quite a high-end computer;
it shouldn’t be necessary to reconfigure a PC
just to get a disk to play. On the plus side the
CD-ROM contains a number of cave
photographs from within the national park,
including Lechuguilla Cave, which were
supplied by some of America’s top cave
photographers. Then there’s a good children’s
level quiz which might also catch out a few adults
(but why not a real adult-level quiz?). And that’s
about it: if you’re in the market for a caves CD-
ROM and want some pictures for your
newsletter, buy the Corel Caves disk. Corel also
produce a Caverns disk, which features cave
photographs of a far lower quality than those
by Dave Bunnell which are found on Caves;
there is word of yet another CD-ROM on the
subject being planned, which presumably
indicates an interest in the subject. If you want
to get into a caves multimedia, obtain a copy of
Jewel Cave. Only if you’re into collecting cave
material should you head for Carlsbad Caverns.

Chris Howes

Reprinted by permission from Descent 132
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Satellite Navigation For Caving
Satellite navigation has great potential for use

in caving today. The ability to locate a cave
entrance to within several yards is a great aid to
writing cave reports and finding your way back
to a cave, or even to a cave that you have never
been to before.

Even getting lost in the outdoors can be a
thing of the past thanks to modern technology
and the United States government. The U.S.
Department of Defense and the U.S. Air Force
has set in place a global system of twenty-four
position indicating satellites that give us a
consistent, accurate method of determining a
location to within 49 feet. These satellites travel
in six separate orbits eleven thousand miles
above the earth, continuously transmitting a
weak radio signal. With the use of a Global
Positioning System (GPS) receiving unit that is
receiving three or four satellite signals, a location
and altitude can be accurately estimated. The
GPS units measure the minute time differences
between signals sent from these satellites using
what is called “satellite ranging”, and then use
an algorithm to calculate the location of the
receiving unit.

The navigation systems in use until recently
have included compass and map, dead
reckoning, Loran, radio fix systems, celestial
navigation, and others, but they have all had
drawbacks that prevented them from being
easily used or totally accurate. Map and
compass is fine if you know where you are
starting from and have the proper maps. Dead
reckoning is just educated guessing. Loran
tended to be distorted over land and was bulky.
The radio fix systems took a long time and often
did not work. And celestial navigation took a
lot of training, two pieces of delicate equipment,
and a library of ephemeral tables. The GPS
systems have advanced to the point where they
are light-weight, pocket-sized, accurate,
dependable, waterproof, and very simple to use.
About the only drawbacks I can think of are the
dependence on batteries and need for a clear
sky view. These systems will not work in a cave
or a deep valley. That is when you will need to
take your compass along, as for mapping a
cave.

The White House is going to or has just
announced plans to insure the continued civilian
use of the GPS system by detailing the
commercial rights of use, thereby removing any
doubt that the public will have access to the
system in the event of a national emergency.
Presently the military can remove our ability to
utilize the satellites if they feel they have a reason
to do so. The military has currently disabled the
extreme accuracy of the GPS by including an
algorithm that is less precise than it could be.

This was done to prevent terrorist use of the
GPS, but they now admit that they have better
ways to accomplish this end. With the new
agreements in line for implementation, we will
have a guaranteed accurate and available
world-wide navigation system.

A hand held GPS unit can lock on to as many
as eight satellite signals, twelve in the future,
which it can then use to track the unit as it
moves. This will enable it to maintain heading
and speed information, as well as location data,
and to display it continuously if the unit so
allows.

I have been using the Garmin Personal
Navigator GPS 40 and the Garmin Personal
Navigator GPS 45 for several months and have
found them to be powerful tools for use in the
outdoors. They can give me my exact location
in any of several different formats, they can give
me the time of day, my heading and speed, and
will draw a map of where I have been. Both of
them will allow the entry of a location, and they
will then direct you to that location. One of the
nice features of the Garmin GPS 40 and the 45
is that they will allow me to mark and label points
that I have passed, and will display these on a
map that they continuously update as I travel.

I recently used the Garmin 40 to find my way
to Little Scott Cave in Missouri. This is a
well known cave that we use for training and
the location is well known, but I wanted to try
finding it using only the GPS. All I had to do
was turn the unit on, let it acquire the satellites,
then scroll through the menus till I found the
“track” menu. I then used my right thumb to
enter the latitude and longitude location of the
cave in less than thirty seconds and pressed “go
to”. The next screen that came up was a graphic
of a road and a rotating arrow that moved to
show me which direction I had to face to get to
the cave. As I drove, the unit kept a running
guess of how long I would be enroute to the
cave, and pointed the direction I should drive.
Within twenty minutes the Garmin told me I
was five minutes away, then showed me when
I had passed the cave. I could easily flip to a
map screen that would show me where I had
been, and if I had wanted to I could have labeled
the bridges and intersections we had driven over.
Later this map could be printed out through a
computer or the route information could be
passed to another unit.

The Garmin unit is very handy. It weighs less
than 9.5 ounces including batteries, is smaller
than my cellular phone, and can be used with
only one hand very easily. Thanks to its unique
rocker pad and menu system, either hand will
do for quick programming and use. The large
illuminated screen makes reading or viewing the
maps a snap, and scrolling through all of the

information and choices available takes very
little time. The map scale can be set to cover
two tenths of a mile or two hundred miles, and
fractions in-between. It will hold 250 waypoints
and will automatically maintain the nine nearest
waypoints.

The ‘engine’ that runs a GPS unit is a high
performance computer that receives signals
from the satellites and then calculates position,
track, and speed over the ground of the GPS
unit. The engine in the Garmin GPS units is
currently the MultiTrac 80 . Soon to be offered
will be a twelve-channel parallel receiver for even
more accuracy and faster response.

These GPS units can be hooked into your
personal computer via a cable and software
available through the dealer. This then allows
you to load information from the handheld unit
to the computer, or from the computer into the
GPS. The recommended system for this is a
386 or faster system processor, 2 or more
megabytes of RAM, LIM 3.2-compatible
expanded memory driver (EMS, up to 16 Mb to
store plot files), a VGA graphics adapter, a math
coprocessor, and a Microsoft compatible mouse.
Using this menu driven setup (Windows style)
you can graphically plot your waypoint, track
and route files, showing your route as a map on
the screen. You can also, if you have a portable
computer, plot your present position, with the
track and speed as you travel, continuously
updating it as you go. This can then be saved
and used later in a variety of ways. Another
feature is the ability to convert waypoints to
UTM, latitude and longitude, and other map
coordinate systems.

Satellite date and almanacs can be uploaded
and downloaded, which can save a lot of time
in satellite acquisition. Normally this is done at
the beginning of each use in a new area, and
takes about fifteen minutes as the necessary data
is looked up in the unit. This can be cut down
to just a few minutes if you have already
uploaded the new data.

There is also available a separate outside
mounted antenna that increases the accuracy
of the locations generated to within 15 to 33
feet. When the military releases the new
algorithms this will drastically increase the
accuracy to within a few feet of actual location.

GPS is available now. It is cheap, accurate
and easy to use. If you have an application that
would benefit from the use of one of these units,
I would suggest trying one out soon.

Change of address?
Missing issues?

Please contact the NSS office,
not the NEWS editor.
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CAVES OF GUNUNG BUDA
Bradley Hacker, ed., 1996, Buda Caves
Project, 63pp, 74 B&W photographs, 19
diagrams, maps & surveys, softbound, 8.5” x
11”. No ISBN. Available from major speleo-
vendors for $15 or postpaid from Dave
Bunnell, 320 Brook Drive, Boulder Creek,
CA 95006.

When the caves of Gunung Mulu, a
mountainous region of northern Sarawak, came
to the fore with the British expeditions of the
1970s and ’80s, the caving world was stunned
with the potential for further discoveries. Several
publications followed, each devoted to aspects
of exploration within the national park, and
which became classic examples of how to
present the results of a major expedition. Later
expeditions published their findings within
existing journals or with more modest results.
In late 1994 the first joint American–Malaysian
expedition to Sarawak took place, running into
1995. Mulu had changed since the early
expeditions: some of the major sites are now
paved with a trail, and guides are at hand to
lead tourists to greater thrills. Logging roads enter
the great forests around the park, and helicopters
are more common. However, the mountain of
Gunung Buda (“White Mountain”) lies to the
northeast of Mulu National Park. Inspected
briefly by the British during the 1980 expedition,
Buda was the target for the latest expedition (see
DESCENT 123). The result is the publication of
CAVES OF GUNUNG BUDA. What is heartening,
and surprising to the recce trip, was the degree
of assistance offered by the Malaysian
government in helping the expedition take place:
Buda, it had been thought, would be a closed
area, but access was offered together with
funding for Malaysian expedition members.

This helped a great deal: previously, an estimate
of total costs for the proposed expedition was
as much as a prohibitive $75,000. As it turned
out, the expedition was extremely successful.
Some 20 new caves were discovered and 30km
of passage were surveyed. Monkeys in the
Mist yielded the deepest pitch in Southeast Asia
at 140m, Snail Shell Cave had the greatest
vertical relief at 465m, and there is the potential
for a 100km cave within Buda’s boundaries. A
proposal has been made to extend the national
park to include Buda. CAVES OF GUNUNG BUDA
covers the exploration of each major cave,
chapter by chapter. The surveys are well
prepared, with one loose sheet covering Green
Cathedral and Beachcomber, linked during
the expedition. Photographs are also excellent,
some being a little grey but all retaining detail;
there is none of the usual ‘blocking up’ of
shadows to create a black box. Perhaps what is
most lacking is a clearly stated set of statistics:
there are sections on biology and geology, but
nowhere is there a table of dates (such as when
the expedition was in the field, although some
of this can be deduced from the text) or other
logistical data.

The Mulu National Park has progressed from
a wild, unvisited region to one rich with tourist
possibilities. If you have been to the area or have
an interest in pushing outwards to untamed
karst, you will want to keep up to date with what
is happening. Cavers from the US will surely be
fascinated with this 'new' destination. All in all,
with a color cover and good layout, this is a
nice production, clearly written, which is worth
its price.

Chris Howes

Modified slightly by the author from his review
in DESCENT 132

GYPKAP REPORT 3: JANUARY

1992–APRIL 1996
Joli Lee, ed., 1996, Southwestern Region of
the National Speleological Society, 68 pp.,
softbound, plus 7 loose map plates.
Available from David Belski, 408 Southern
Sky, Carlsbad, New Mexico 88220. Send $15
plus $2 for shipping. (Also available: Reports
1 and 2, both for $15 plus $2, or all three for
$30 plus $3.)

This report brings us up to date on the
Southwestern Region’s project to explore, map,
and study the gypsum caves of south-central
New Mexico. Since the second bulletin was
published in 1992, the project has surveyed an
additional thirty thousand feet of cave. The
longest of the fifty new caves are Fanning
Ranch North and South Caves, about
4500 and 3800 feet long. A number of other
caves have been extended, including four that

are over ten thousand feet long. The report
contains forty pages of cave descriptions and
maps and four scientific papers in the fields of
stratigraphy, mineralogy, and archaeology. Most
of the maps in the bound report are reduced
too much to show any detail, but they are
repeated somewhat larger on the map plates.
Still, a powerful magnifying glass will be handy.
The originals of some of the maps must be ten
feet high.

Bill Mixon

LOST CAVES OF ST. LOUIS
Hubert and Charlotte Rother, Virginia
Publishing  Co. 4814 Washington Ste. 120 St.
Louis MO 63108. ISBN 0-9631448-7-1.
Available from: The Booksource (314) 647-
0600, $9.95.

While this book covers essentially the same
material presented by the Rothers in MISSOURI
SPELEOLOGY (Volume 11, Number 3; July,
1970), the fact that the authors have ten times
the space to devote to the subject (144 pages
instead of 14) speaks well for the detail into
which they are able to go in this new publication.
Caves which rated barely a mention in the
original article receive greatly expanded
coverage. Many photographs and historical
details have also been added. A person
unfamiliar with the subject will come away with
a basic understanding of the caves directly below
St. Louis, and the role caves have played in the
city’s development, particularly their use as
lagering storage for breweries, and  as beginning
conduits for the city’s sewer system.

The narrator of the book is Charlotte Rother,
who tells of their caving adventures in a quite
engaging manner. Cavers may get a chuckle out
of the 1960s vintage photos of the Rothers in
their "beneath the streets" cave gear, but 30 years
from now, cavers of that era may get a like laugh
from our methods, as well. The book reads like
a historical whodunit, not a speleological tome.
Their interest in the caves seems to have been
driven as much by Hubert's interest in historical
brewing as in science. Regardless of the subject
matter, the accuracy of information presented
seems quite high. The only quibble I found were
quotes both from Ron Elz, Foreword author and
local radio personality, and Ms. Rother,
indicating blind fish in Cherokee Cave by Elz,
and an undisclosed location by Rother, during
the 1960s. While troglobitic crustacea have
reliably been reported from streams under the
city, if these fish reports are true, they would
extend the range of Typhlicthys subterraneus
northeastward by nearly 100 miles. It seems
more likely that the fish they saw, if they were
indeed fish, were hapless depigmented minnows
or chubs of some variety.

The book does, indeed, give cave loca-
tions—but only in a street guide sense, and,
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since all of this area is paved and highly
populated, city police only a phone call away,
and nearly all of the caves now inaccessible, it
does not seem like a large threat to the
underground. Elz makes wild caving seem like
a highly negative activity, which will probably
do much to discourage the idly curious. Rother
relates part of the caver's code, "Take nothing
but pictures and leave nothing but footprints,"
as well as the usual rules of safe caving conduct.
Nothing in the book seems to me to encourage
caving, while still relating the exciting pursuit of
local spelean history.

Unlike the seventies-era MISSOURI
SPELEOLOGY, LOST CAVES OF ST. LOUIS has very
little dimensional information or cave
description, emphasizing instead the historic
and manmade structures surrounding the caves.
As Ms. Rother says at the beginning—that was
not the intent of the book. As a popular
publication, intended to answer some of the
questions surrounding the human use of the St.
Louis karst, however, it succeeds quite well.

Jo Schaper

1997 CAVES
Calendar, Peter & Ann Bosted, photographers
and authors, 1996,  Avalanche Publishing, 13
full-size color photos plus 13 2.5” x 3.75”
photos, 11”x14”,   Available from major
speleo-vendors, bookstores, and card stores.
$11.99

It might seem strange to review a calendar,
but this one has text accompanying the photos,
and, unlike the Speleo-Projects Calendar, is
being marketed largely to the general public.
(Out of 10,000 sold, only about 15% are sold to
cavers).

The photos and the printing are high-quality,
and include monthly destinations from
Lechuguilla to Borneo to France. A brief write-
up accompanies each shot, in most cases
explaining the genesis of the formation or type
of passage depicted. These are very accurate,
having been reviewed by caver-geologist Donald
Davis.

While there is no conservation message in
the introductory text, the caption for March
points out the special efforts cavers take to avoid
breaking or dirtying formations. There is no real
encouragement to visit caves—rather, the visitor
is gently steered towards showcaves without

mention of caving societies such as the NSS.
Few  pictures are identified by a cave name other
than Lechuguilla and semi-developed Deer
Cave in Mulu.

 With two cave calenders on the market,
comparisons are inevitable. Both have excellent
pictures, so why not one for the home and one
for the office? The Bosteds’ calender is more
functional as a calender—you have space below
where you can write notes on individual days.
The Speleo-Projects calender lacks this
functionality, a long-standing complaint of this
reviewer.

 Dave Bunnell

ADVENTURE OF CAVING

David McClurg, 1996, D&J Press, PO Box
2031, Carlsbad NM 88221 USA. 251 pp.,
168 black & white photos, 22
illustrations,  soft-bound, 7” x 10”, ISBN
0-937757-01-2. Available from major
speleo-vendors for about $29.95

Adventure of Caving is the classic American
how-to caving book. Building upon a lifetime
of caving, McClurg puts it all together in that
clear-eyed smooth conversational style which
only McClurg can pull off in real life. Originally
published in 1986, the new edition is greatly
expanded and enlarged… almost entirely re-
written with many new stories, anecdotes, and
graphics on all aspects of caving. My major

complaint is with the subtitle, “A Beginner’s
Guide…” because it doesn’t do justice to the
storehouse of knowledge and information
packaged in the attractively presented format.
Cavers of all ages and levels of expertise will
enjoy it for good reading and as a reference
book.

With its friendly appeal and genuineness,
Adventure of Caving is a door opener to new
generations of cavers, as they find it amongst
the bird books and route guides on the shelves
of National Park book stores and outdoor
outfitters. Almost every page talks to the reader
with vivid illustrations and the high quality
professional photography Dave is well known
for. The fresh, new appearance of the page
layout style is 90’s all the way. Text and graphics
are combined with sidebars to highlight the
important points or interesting lists. The
author’s penchant for gear collecting and his
knack for practical do-it-yourself techniques
really comes through with topics such as
lighting, conservation, harnesses, vertical
systems, and ropework. Have you ever heard
of a snake-fight? That’s an anti-tangle technique
for coiling rope… it’s right there, step by step.
How about the relative capacity of different
types of batteries? There it is, a chart with the
ampere hours of  AAA, AA, 4.5, D, and C cells.
How about a Hawser?  It’s in the glossary. Then
there’s speleothem repair, with the right glues,
and how to apply them.

A cave conservation ethic is preserved
throughout (without coming off preachy),
making it the kind of book to be recommended
for the inquisitive mind of a beginner, and
exemplary for dissemination to libraries or as
a lending book for the caver’s book shelf.
McClurg makes no pretense about writing for
an international market; this is Classic
Americana all the way. Down home campfire
tales of real life caving experiences abound,
with every story illustrating another facet of
caving life. Suspense and human interest peaks
with the saga of a rappeller losing it near the
top of an 800 foot drop, only to be saved by…
well, I won’t spoil it for you. Get your own
copy.

Bonnie Crystal

(NEW UPDATED EDITION)

A BEGINNER’S GUIDE FOR EXPLORING CAVES SOFTLY AND SAFELY
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The Bill Stephenson Legacy
On August 3, 1986, NSS founder Bill

Stephenson passed away quietly at his home.
The December 1986 NSS NEWS was dedicated
to the  life,  achievements, and memory of this
remarkable man. His influence on the Society
was profound, shaping our goals, our phi-
losophy and our organizational structure.
Echoes of Bill’s original  themes can be found
in every issue of the NSS NEWS. As we trace
these echoes, quotes from the December 1986
NEWS have been set in helvetica, to set them
apart from the rest.

Science and Sport: The NSS owes its
eclectic blend of caver and scientist to Bill. “He
felt the Society was not organized as a ‘hiking
club’ whose  sole purpose was to furnish
recreation for the members. He viewed it as a
‘bona fide scientific society,’ unique in that
recreation in some measure flowed from the
pursuit of this science.”  The synergy  is seen
repeatedly. As early as 1946, the NSS was
asking for volunteers “to take accurate readings
of temperature and humidity data in caves
throughout the country. . . . ” Apparently the
Army and the Weather Bureau were vying for
“the honor of lending the Society (the necessary)
scientific instruments.” The December 1956
NEWS reported that the Western Missouri Grotto
was to become a “primary unit in the framework
of the Missouri Geological Survey, thus giving
the organization a tie-in with the N.S.S. as well
as serving as a clearing house for data collected
by members of the N.S.S.” In 1966, the
collaboration was in West Virginia, where “forty
caves . . . were biologically explored in
conjunction with the Biological Survey of
Virginia Caves.” When you need temporary
employees with scientific skills, where do you
turn? To the NSS, of course. The December,
1976 NSS NEWS announced that Mammoth
Cave National Park had “. . . a limited number
of openings beginning in May 1977 for summer
employment. . . . It will involve cave mapping
and assistance with dye tracing and other
geological studies. The work is hard, but
satisfying. Certain caves are being mapped if
they are relevant to an understanding of park
and regional hydrology.” Most scientific
collaboration, however, is done by volunteers.
The same NSS NEWS reported that “The Lilburn
Cave project has become a continuing project
of the Cave Research Foundation . . . (in order)
to strengthen both groups’ efforts in the
advancement of cave science, conservation and
interpretation. . . . Lilburn Cave is the longest
cave west of the continental divide. . . . (S)tudies
have included mapping, hydrology,
geochemistry, and paleomagnetic sediment

dating.” Caver and scientist, scientist and caver,
Bill Stephenson’s vision is still very much alive.

Grottos and Regions: Another hallmark
of “Bill’s original, and novel, concept of the
NSS as a (national) membership society, not
a federation of clubs . . . (was that) the NSS
has succeeded in avoiding the intense
regional squabbles that have plagued
organized speleology elsewhere.” Grottos
form whereever there are enough interested
NSS members and grottos welcome the
participation of members from other areas. The
December 1946 NEWSLETTER reported on the
formation of two new grottos. “Charles Mohr,
active N.S.S. Vice-Pres. called a meeting at the
Academy of Natural Sciences . . . for the express
purpose of inviting Academy members . . . to
join in forming a Philadelphia Grotto. Attending
were N.S.S. members Mohr, Lewis, Nixon,
Ryan and Hill.” Further south, concerns about
safety lead to formation of another grotto.
“Beginning by reading a newspaper account
of how four boys became lost in Spring Hill
Cave near Lexington (VA), N.S.S. Secty. Petrie
wrote to Dr. Stow of Lexington about the N.S.S.
(Two of) the boys are now N.S.S. members and
are going to aid in the organization of a grotto
including students from V.M.I., W. & L., and
the townfolk of Lexington.” In 1956 grotto
cooperation facilitated the exploration of
Neversink.  “This interesting limesink was first
made known to several members of the Atlanta
Grotto by a local game warden in Scottsboro,
and the grotto’s first trip to Neversink was
mainly for the purpose of observation.
Neversink is amazingly cylindrical and regular
in shape. The dimensions are 100 feet across
and 180 feet deep. The second trip to the
Neversink was a joint venture with the Auburn
Grotto furnishing the equipment and the
Atlanta Grotto furnishing the manpower.”
Grottos have continued to proliferate. The
December 1966 NSS NEWS gave a “Three-
pronged welcome . . . for two new Grottos and
a new Region: Fredrick Troglophytic
Association Grotto (MD),West Georgia Grotto,
and the Arizona Regional Association.”
Regions provide yet another way for grottos to
cooperate. Region News and Notes in the
December, 1976 NSS NEWS reported that
“Interested Western Region grottos met with
Forest Service officials to discuss the
management of Scorpion Cave in California.
At the meeting Charlie Larson recommended
that the Board of Governors accept
management responsibilities for an interim
period during which data on the cave can be
collected for purposes of formulating future
management policies.”

Land Owner Relations: Bill was also a

key player in the emerging understanding of the
importance of cave owner relations. John
Meenehan recalled that “We found new caves
by questioning local residents.  Frequently, they
were distrustful of outsiders. . . . (I)t was not
uncommon to find locals armed with rifles . . .
and we were eyed with suspicion. Bill’s low
key approach gradually lead to acceptance . . .
when we overtook a large family trudging up
this steep way. . . (Bill insisted) that they accept
a ride home. The bottom line was that the
farmer showed us two new caves. . . .
(I)ncidents like this convinced local residents
that we might be a trifle “tetched” but that we
meant them no harm.” Sometimes, land owner
relations are more formal. The December 1946
NEWSLETTER reported that “Under the direction
of George Sipkin of D.C., a model Cave
Agreement has been formulated to present to
owners of non-commercial caves. . . . (T)he
N.S.S. will aid the owner in conserving  the
natural beauties of his property and will aid in
mapping, exploring, and developing—to say
nothing of helping to put up a good strong door.
In return, the cave owner grants the N.S.S.
exclusive right of entry, except for his personal
guests.” Sometimes land owner relations do not
go well. The December  1966 NEWS announced
that “Schoolhouse Cave is still closed, at latest
report from owner Mr. Kimboe (Germany
Valley). He has allowed some groups to go in as
far as the jumping off place, but no further, and
no ropes allowed.” The same NEWS also
described efforts to prevent a similar happening.
“Hellhole remains open, but the owner
indicates that the first accident or rescue
operation will permanently close it. The NSS will
supply the owner, Mr. Roscoe Harper, with signs
to post at the cave warning unwary or
inexperienced cavers of the dangers of the cave.
Mr. Harper has said that experienced cavers are
welcome to go in Hellhole without first asking
permission.  Save yourself and a cave at the
same time; cave safely and please discourage
inexperienced cavers from attempting this cave.”

Bill’s personal style of land owner relations is
seen again in the December 1976 NSS NEWS,
where Robert Matusik recommends showing
appreciation to landowners by sending them
Christmas cards with pictures of their caves.
Suitable prints can be inserted into open frame
cards,  and annotated with the name of the cave
and the date of the visit. “This effort . . . is of
benefit . . . in several subtle ways. The caver is
going to know Mr. Cave Owner by name, rather
than as the guy living in the green hose on the
hill . . . (and) the land owner now has the name
and address of a sympathetic and interested
person . . . if ever a problem with the cave should
arise.”
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NON-ELECTED VOTING MEMBERS
OF THE BOG

In the October NEWS, NSS President
Luckins praised the General Motors model for
the NSS BOG: twelve BOG members elected
by the membership plus five selected without
membership vote (the officers). I disagree
strongly. The NSS is not General Motors, and
its members should not be relegated to the
impotency of the individual General Motors
stockholder. (I am one of those, too,.and I
assure you that my reasons for being an NSS
member are NOT my reasons for being a GM
stockholder.)

Quietly, this issue has been a very hot potato
at the BOG for many years. Dave Luckins
praised the forethought of the NSS’ “founding
fathers” in selecting the GM model for the
NSS. Actually, they didn’t—far from it. As
anyone can see in Bulletin 1, our precursor
BOG had 12 elected members, with officers
to be selected from the elected 12 and
continuing as part of it after they became
officers. I have been elected to the BOG off
and on since 1950 and have gone through
several reorganizations. I have seen that in
the NSS as elsewhere, lots of people want
power (read BOG votes) and hardly anyone
ever gives up power willingly. By the early
1950’s, voting had been expanded until more
than 40 people were entitled to vote on some
BOG motions, with still only 12 elected. The
present arrangement is essentially a
compromise arising from the drastic
reorganization needed at that time (tempers
really got hot for awhile). Today the drive for
power (read BOG votes by non-elected
persons) is no less. Recently a proposal would
have reorganized the officers to be nonvoting
administrators (except the President, in case
of ties). At that time, elected BOG members
were privately told that all the officers would
immediately submit their resignations if their
“vote was taken away,” and the motion failed.
As Louise Hose often has pointed out, the
non-elected BOG members tend to vote as
an often-decisive bloc.

In my opinion, this GM approach has been
harmful to the NSS, especially its
conservation efforts. To much of our
membership, the most important functions of
the NSS as an organization are conservation
and publications. With the best intentions in
the world, officers selected by the BOG are
chosen because they are good administrators,
not because they have strong conservation
commitments. (Yes, I know the elected
Directorate selects the officers, not the full
BOG, but the membership is confused enough
without my trying to explain all these
complexities here.) Voting as a bloc, they
have helped elect all too many earnest but
ineffectual Conservation Chairmen (our

present Dave Jagnow is a great exception!).
And they have opposed designation of Vice-
presidents for Conservation and for
Publications. The NSS will never be able to
network effectively as a proactive
conservation organization, with such national
giants as the National Parks and Conservation
Association, The Wilderness Society and the
Sierra Club, until it displays true commitment
in such ways. The NSS Congress of Grottos
strongly supported appointment of a Vice-
President for Conservation, but it failed in the
BOG by just a couple votes. And the lack of
a Vice-president for Publications has caused
serious difficulties in coordinating NSS
publications.

In and around the BOG, I have heard it
said that officers deserve a vote because of
their services to the NSS. In many cases, this
is true. But it should be the membership that
decides if those services really have been
valuable enough to merit the vote. I remember
some officers that members would not have
elected, and should never have had the vote.
Thus I see no need for an officer automatically
to be a member of the BOG. On the other
hand, I see nothing wrong with a member of
the BOG also being an officer—if he/she is
elected to the BOG. Certainly I expect some
officers to be elected and re-elected to it, if
we change to such a system. But I also expect
their votes at least on conservation issues—
to become more congruent with the wishes
of the membership if they are responsible to
the membership for re-election.

I also happen to believe that the NSS would
be better off with a single Vice-president for
Conservation, a single Vice-president for
Publications, and a single vice-president for
Administration, plus as many assistant VPs
as desired. As long as they are non-voting, I
see no problem even with designating the
latter as additional  vice-presidents—dozens
of them as in the case of large banks. It is the
voting status of persons not elected by the
membership that matters.

In any event, the recent designation of a
third vice-president in the general area of
administration was a step in the wrong
direction, and should be corrected, along with
the other problems I have discussed. It might
be that such a reorganization indeed would
cause the resignation of some very competent
officers who don’t want to have to undergo
the election process. But nobody is
irreplaceable.

Power to the members!
William R. Halliday, NSS #812

PHONE OR FAX (757) 898-2809

102 Travis Circle, Seaford, VA 23696

e-mail: alexsproul@aol.com

Do you have
an IMO catalog?

It's all in here.

52 pages of stuff you can use!

Over
1,000
items

in
stock
now

We
ship
the
day
you

order
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WANTED: Old electric trains, toy trains. Any
age any condition. Will trade caving gear or cash.
Bob Liebman, P.O. Box 441, Lewisburg, WV
24901,(304)772-5049.
                       I
WANTED: Maple City cabide cap lamp, call Larry
Click at (703) 241-3748.                   1/97
BEST DEAL IN THE NSS NEWS: 1200 foot
spool of Highline Rope (formerly PMI Canada),
$.45 per foot or $540.00. Shipping free. Get your
friends together and call (317) 342-3245.  Ask
for Joe.

TOP DOLLAR PAID—Miners-carbide lamps-oil
wick-candle sticks-blasting cap tins, blasting
machines, mining union items. Other?? Bob
Schroth, P.O. Box 687, Twin Peaks, CA 92391
or call collect (909) 337-7833        9/97

FLUORESCENT CAP LAMPS available now.
Three models or custom built. For free brochure
contact Nevin Davis, HCR03, Box 99, Burnsville,
VA 24487, (540) 925-2322

11/97

FOR BUSINESS OR CLUBS—Custom
promotional products of ALL kinds. Patches,
pins, cups, mugs, stickers, hats, etc. Free
catalog. Call Rocky Brougham (NSS 12137) at
(303) 674-5777                                         4/97

Caves and Karst of Randolph County, WVASS
Bulletin #13, by Doug & Hazel Medville, 1995.
252 pages, 520 caves, 150 maps (11 foldout), 41
photos. $25 postpaid. Send check to WVASS,
Box 200 Barrackville, WV 26559. Call (304) 366-
1810 for V/MC/COD. Send SASE for complete
list.                                          12

FIREFLY 2 IR PHOTO SLAVE.  World's finest
slave unit for cave photography.Triggers around
corners, behind rocks, up to 1,500'.  Works with
strobes and flashguns. $50 plus $3 postage.
NEW:  replacement battery packets, $5. Visa/
MC/AMEX/Check. SITDCP, RR1, Box 4011C,
Camden, Me 04843.             (207)236-6112. E-
m a i l : 7 1 6 4 3 . 3 2 3 6 @ c o m p u - s e r v e . c o m
3/97
CAVES OF GUNUNG BUDA—color covers, 64
pages, lots of great photos. See and read about
the discoveries of the first American caving
expedition to the giant caves of Borneo! $15
postpaid to: Dave Bunnell, 320 Brook Drive,
Boulder Creek, CA 95006                            12

CAVING PANTS—Now in stock—Cordura
trousers designed for protection and movement.
$70.00 from B&C. Double butt, kneepad pockets
and articulation just like the Wunderalls. High
back to prevent drafts, adjustable belt with fleece-
lined casing,and two large pockets with tightly
sealed flaps. Special orders on shorts and
knickers. Call or write B&C WUNDERWEAR, 306
Eakin East, Blacksburg, VA 24060 (540) 552-
5305    2/97

LETTERS             (continued from page 321)

More Dowsing
Regarding Dave Jacobs’ letter (Divining

Story) in the October issue of the NSS NEWS:
If moving water produces a magnetic field

and poliomyelitis are similarly spread.
Traditional methods that are effective in
controlling the spread of bacterial disease in
hospitals, such as asepsis, masks, cap and
gown, and hand-washing, may be ineffective
in controlling viruses.

Relatively few colonial bats have rabies.
In nature, they rarely infect other animals.
Epizootics in wild animals are usually caused
by other strains of rabies virus. Two human
deaths from rabies in caves should be
examined critically before being attributed to
infected cave air. Rabies virus cannot survive
long in daylight at ambient temperatures. It
is difficult, if not impossible to transmit the
disease by fomites (solid objects) no matter
how intimate the contact has been. The cave,
if infectious, is so only when occupied by
bats. In summary, there is evidence that rabies
can be transmitted by the aerosol route. The
infectivity of cave air is transient and the
infection rate is low. You are in a position to
judge for yourself the degree of risk in
exposure to large bat caves. You can reduce
that risk by rabies immunization with regular
booster shots and that is strongly advised.
You might wish to review my article in the
November, 1990 NSS NEWS  although the
Danny Brass article is more up-to-date.

Warren C. Lewis, M.D.

detectable by loosely held steel wires, then
this field would have to be stronger than the
earth’s magnetic field, otherwise the wires
would stay aligned with the earth’s field. But
if the magnetic field of moving water is the
stronger field, a compass would be useless
for direction finding near flowing water. Put
a compass by a garden hose with flowing
water and see for yourself whether the com-
pass needle deflects. And while you are at it,
check out those divining rods. By Jacobs’
admission, dowsing does not work consis-
tently. In every description of the technique
I have encountered, the rods (or forked
branch) are held in the dowser’s hands, of-
ten in an awkward manner, so small hand
movements and muscle twitches are ampli-
fied. Also, some people are reputed to be
better at this than others. This reliance on
the dowser suggests that whatever is at work
is something detected or generated by the
dowser. If dowsers are personally detecting
something, they should not need the rods.
But dowsers seem to believe the rods are
helping them detect something. These ob-
servations lead me to the conclusion that
dowsers are detecting their own movements.
In the absence of any tests showing dows-
ers to perform better than random chance
would indicate, I believe that these move-
ments have nothing to do with the actual
presence of water.

Michael Mauser, NSS #11135

Showerheads
I really enjoyed the cover of your

September issue of the NEWS. The “spout”
formation at the Sistema Del Rio
Encantado was quite impressive. You stated

that such formations were quite rare, being
found in caves known only from Brazil and
Borneo. I am a Park Naturalist for the Missouri
State Park system and believe we have a
similar deposit in Ozark Caverns called
Angel Showers. It is a truly amazing deposit,
flowing somewhere between nine and ten
thousand gallons of water a day. The outside
weather conditions do not seem influence
the amount of water flowing through the
deposit. When I first saw the NEWS cover,
the first thing that struck me was the amount
of water coming through the deposit, and
then the flat area on the bottom of the deposit
where the water is flowing from. I also
noticed a small hole where a good portion
of the water is coming from, that too can be
found in our deposit. Angel Showers has
formed a basin beneath it from the splashing
water. This basin is about two feet deep and
is always filled with water. lt never overflows.
Do you know if the one in Sistema Del Rio
Encantado or the “spout” formations found
in Brazil and Borneo also have basins
underneath?

Cindy Hall, Park Naturalist,

Ozark CavernsEditor’s note: I based my statement on the
rarity of showerheads on discussions with Carol
Hill, co-author of CAVE MINERALS OF THE

WORLD, currently under revision. Neither of
the showerheads we observed  in Borneo had
basins under them, though we did come across
another basin-like formation under steady drips
that we termed “bathtubs”.  Carol remarked
having heard of such a formation from a
Brazilian cave but had no photos. She’ll likely
be quite interested in knowing about these other
occurences in non-tropical caves.

RATES: 35 cents per word, with a
10% discount for ads running three
months or longer. Payment must
accompany copy. Make checks
payable to the National Speleo-
logical Society and send along with
ad copy to: NSS News, 320 Brook
Drive, Boulder Creek, CA 95006.
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Julie Reese at the bottom of Whopper Well, Walking Fern Cave, Alabama (photo by Alan Cressler)

Carol Moltz rapelling in Hang-em

High Cave, Tennessee

(photo by Buddy Welker)

Santa Claus at the North Pole, Ellison’s Cave, Georgia

(photo and compositing by Dave Bunnell)

Tom Moltz reaches the top in

Mystery Falls Cave,

Tennessee

(photo by Buddy Welker)


